ENGLISH:

- Learn and write down all the words meanings of the lesson done in the copy.
- Write at least ten sentences for each tenses Present, Past, Future, and their verb from simple, continuous, Perfect, Perfect Continuous (Take help from Ch 14 Grammar Tree)
- Read any one of the following abridged novel of Charles Dicken and. Write names of all the characters.
- About your favourite characters.
- Summary of the Novel.
- The pick wick papers.
- A tale of two cities.
- Learn all the work done in the copies for exams

MATHS:

- Make 10 MCQS from each Ch: 1, 2, 3 and 12. (Total 40)
- Solve the Q’S from Exercises given below
- Ex1.1 “ (Q1, Q2) Ex 1.2 : Q 1(ii)(iii) & (V) , Q2 (i) (iii) & (v) , Q2 (i) (iii) & (v) Q3 , Q5 , Q7. Ex 1.3 Q3 , Q4 , Ex 1.4 Q 2,5,6
- Ex 1.5: Q2 (ii) & (iv). Ex 2.1 Q2. Ex 2.2. Q1, Q2 (ii) (v) Q3 (ii) (v)(vi) Ex2.3 Q1 (ii) (iv) (vii) (x) (xii) Ex 3.1 , Q1 (ii) (iv) (vi) (i) (iii)
- Ex 3.2: Q1 (1)(iiii) (v). Q2 (ii) (iv) (vi) , Q3 (iii) (vi) Q4 Ex12.1 Q2, Q3 ,Q4 , Q5
- Ex12.2. Q1 (ii0 (v) Q2 , Q3 Vol , Q5 Ex 12.3: Q1 (ii) (v) , Q2 , Q4 Wx12.4: Q1(ii) (v)
- Ex 12.. Q3 , Q6, Q9. Ex12.6: Q2,Q4Q6,Q8

SCIENCE:

- Ch: 1,2,3,5
- Make 10 MCQ’S and 3 short questions and answers form the above chapters
- Learn all the work done in the copy & book
- Make a chart of any topic from Ch: 6,7,8

SOCIAL STUDIES:

- Draw a map of Pakistan and show the following things in it.
- Rivers, Provinces, Neighboring countries, names of main crops and big cities.
- Make a time line of rulers, 1947 to date, colour the section of the line where Pakistan has been under military rule, and under civilian in blue.

COMPUTER:
ST. MARY’S ACADEMY
SUMMER VACATION HOME WORK (2015)

- Learn and write all the exercise questions including MCQS, T/F, Finish the sentences and short questions answers of chapter (1) to chapter(3) do all these work on separate loose sheets.
- Make one model or chart (Topic: Ch: 1 to Ch: 3) your choice

ISLAMIYAT:

RELIGION:
- Read lesson no 1 to 10 from ‘A Book that Lives and Speaks ‘to New Challenges , New Heroes Rewrite and learn all the questions answers and MCQS done in the class during First Term in a separate Register. Read the book of Exodus Chapter No 1 to 12 and 20th. Write the summary of these chapters in your own words Project: Use any chart paper or piece of fine wood etc to write “THE TEN COMMANDMENTS”. Also paste or draw picture showing relevance to each of the commandment.

URDU:

NOTE:
Summer vacation homework will be submitted on 7th August 2015 from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm

Coordinator Signature

Address: Tulsa Road, Lalazar Rawalpindi.
Tel: 051-5178321, 5178322. Fax: 051-5178323

Have a Safe and Happy Summer!